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ABSTRACT
Acoustic experimental data of IRIB (Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting) server room was taken to
measure the acoustic noise characteristics of frequency and Sound Pressure Level (SPL). The purposes
of this paper are measuring the noise pollution and its evaluation through the regulations. The
measurements were taken in two stages. The first one was taken at 10 points by Sound Investigator 2260
using ISO 3741: 1999(E) standard. The results indicate that IRIB server room is an acoustic noise
polluted according to Iranian National Building Regulations. Measured data and its frequency analysis
show that the high sound energy belongs to low frequencies in the server room. This is confirmed by the
next stage of measurement. It was an hour long non-stop noise measurement in the server room to
investigate noise exposure level by customers and employees. The Equivalent instant noise level on Aweighting network was 75 dBA. The results are valid for all of data centres, although this study is involved
with a special case study. Two main factors are important in server room noise pollution scenario; the
amount of sound absorbance in the space and environmental noise characteristics. Most surfaces in
server rooms are hard and have low absorbance coefficient, therefore, the intensity of travelling sound
increases. On the other hand, the main noise sources in any server room are fans which work usually on
a narrowband with a fundamental frequency. So as the main features of server room acoustic noise are
the same, the presented results can be generalized to any server room.
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INTRODUCTION
Data Centers play an important role in every
organization or company to provide various services.
They host a large number of racks, servers and
computers that require various fans to keep their
systems cool. When all fans run together at one time,
the ambient noise inevitably increases. As there is no
acoustic absorbent surface such as furniture or panels in
the space, the sounds are not absorbed and the intensity
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of travelling noise increases to further an uncomfortable
level. Beside this, because of reflected surfaces in the
room like walls, monitors, computers, and ceiling,
reflection and transmission sounds are enhanced. A
walk-through survey in data centers server rooms
indicates that noise levels are noticeable and annoying.
The employees and technicians, who are responsible
for configuring, building and upgrading computer
equipment, have to raise their voices to talk to
someone. After a few years, they lose their
concentration in a noisy environment and find it
difficult to communicate. Prolonged exposure to
acoustic noise leads to more serious problems even with
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Fig 1. A server room using different structure of cooling systems.
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Fig 2. IRIB data centre perspective

Fig 3. Standard level of NC [6]

a lower Sound Pressure Level than regulations. These
problems are called disturbance, intrusion and
annoyance [1].
The main noise sources in server rooms are cooling
fans within servers and HVAC (Heating, Ventilation
and Air Conditioning) equipments. In this survey, we
try to investigate server room acoustic noise to clarify
its features by experimental data and analyzing. So,
IRIB’s data centre server room is regarded as a sample
area. Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) Data
Centre has a Room-Based cooling system [2] server
room. It means that, there are some air conditioners and
fans in racks to control room temperature. Fig 1 shows
the different structures of cooling system in server
rooms.
Acoustic noise survey involves measuring noise
level in selected locations in a certain noisy area and
measuring is usually done by a Sound Level Meter
(SLM) in different times according to acoustic
standards. Here, the survey method is based on
engineering method which is recommended whenever a
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more accurate assessment of the background noise level
is required. Measurements were done in two sections.
First one is evaluation of noise with the Noise Criteria
(NC) of IRIB server room and the second one is noise
frequency analyzing and comparing it to standards. The
results are useful to control method as well because they
are based on frequency analysis. So, designing an
Active Noise Control system is pursued by authors to
control noise pollution in later steps. The second section
of experiments relates to an hour non-stop ambient
noise measurement to investigate the noise level by
customers and employees in the server room.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
IRIB server room, as shown in Fig 2, consists of two
main rows of racks with different instruments which are
supposed to provide various services. The ventilation
and air conditioning with turbo fans are the main
components of server room to fix the room temperature
in standard values. So, the environment is full of various
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Table 1. Standard level of NC for different places [7]
Space type
NC
Apartments

25-35

Urban areas

20-30

Conference rooms

25-35

Open areas

35-40

Public places

35-45

Restaurants

40-45

TV studios

15-25

Sport halls

45-55

Factories

40-65

acoustic noise with different characteristics; frequency
and Sound Pressure Level (SPL).
There are various instruments and techniques to
determine
the
environment’s
acoustic
noise
characteristics and its exposure. The selection of
technique depends on the workplace noise and the
information which the researcher needs. Some
researchers have done their experiments based on Sound
Pressure Level measurements [3] and some of them use
the reverberation time (RT) or EDT to investigate the
acoustic noise of environment as Dr. Sommerfeldt et al.
have done [4] in a certain server room. We measured
the linear equivalent noise level and on A-weighted
level in server room using ISO 3741: 1999(E) standard
[5] at different locations and then analysed the captured
data.
Noise Criteria (NC)
The NC curves are familiar for acousticians and
audio- engineers. As can be seen in Fig 3, these curves

Fig 4. Gridding the floor surface to find the measuring locations.
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show the Sound Pressure Level of ambient noise
(measured by proper equipment) in terms of octave
band frequencies.
First of all, the way of measuring the NC of server
room is explained. For this, the floor is gridded by 2*2
squares as shown in Fig 4. Then the SPL of
environment noise is measured by a SLM, in terms of
octave band frequencies in central point of every square
for 5 seconds length. Then by averaging the SPL of
certain points in every central frequency of octave band,
the NC of the environment is obtained.
Here, Investigator 2260 [8] was calibrated prior to
survey to measure the Sound Pressure Level. It can
display the frequency analysis in one and 1/3-octave
spectra. The investigator 2260 is shown in Fig 5.
Measuring is based on ISO 3741: 1999(E) standard.
IRIB server room’s NC is obtained by measuring the
SPL at 10 points regarding the room volume
(211.296m3 ). Physical restrictions to set up the
equipment are another limitation to access all of the
central points (Fig 4). The time of measurements is
random as the activities of instruments do not obey any
discipline, although, it is supposed that measuring is
done when most of servers are active.
According to standards, the height of measuring
microphone must be 1.2 or 1.5 meter above the floor.
Kipping this in mind, measurements are done for
different heights of microphone. The elevation angel of
investigator’s microphone is 45º relative to normal
vector on floor surface. Fig 6 demonstrates the
measurements of IRIB server room ambient noise using
2260 Investigator. After gathering the measured data, it
comes to analyze them by soft wars. Using the average
of SPL over the points, the total NC of server room is
calculated to be 67 dB [9]. The measured data are
shown in terms of every point in the results section.

Fig 5. Investigator 2260 set in IRIB server room.
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Fig 6. Measurement by 2260 Investigator in IRIB data centre server room
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Fig 7. Frequency response of weighting filters [10]

Fig 8. Measured data at certain points in IRIB server room

The results of measurements for one non stopping
hour are presented in this section. The results of
measurements are shown in Table 2. In acoustic
measurements, the time of measuring is 15 -30 minutes
in day and similar period of time at nights but in this
survey, as the most working time is in days, so the
measurement is done only over several days. Also
regarding the IPC 1 , the length of any measurements
may be different.
A-weighting
The human hearing system’s sensitivity is not the
same for every frequency. It means that, we hear some
sounds louder than the others with similar levels but
different frequency [10]. Due to the different perception
of sounds by ear, variant filters are regarded in
measuring equipments. The filters are called dB (A), dB
1

- International Pollution Control-EPA
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(B) and dB(C). Fig 7 shows the frequency response of
mentioned filters. Because of similarity of dB (A)
response to hearing system one, this filter is more useful
in acoustics especially to state a human perception of
sound. Here, the initial measurements are based on
linear Sound Pressure Level without using any filter. In
later steps, it is done by a lateral program in MATLAB
[11] to conversion of octave band frequencies’ level on
dB to dBA and obtains the total equivalent level.
RESULTS
Measured data at 10 locations in IRIB server room
to determine the NC, are drawn in Fig 8. It states that in
all of the measuring locations, the low frequencies are
more powerful than high frequencies.
The peak noise level does not exceed 73 dB,
although, the instant noise level of environmental noise
is 75 dBA. It means that the server room is noise
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Fig 9. Averaged equivalent level of noise in IRIB data center

Fig 10. Frequency analysis of IRIB data centre by Adobe Audition

polluted (workplace) based on Iranian National Building
Regulations [13] so working in this place is not a
pleasant for its employees. Fig 9 is the average
equivalent sound pressure level on 10 selected points in
IRIB server room.
Both Fig 8 and Fig 9 verify that the maximum sound
energy belongs to lower frequencies especially 500 to
2000 Hz band-width. Therefore, employees exit from
the server room with a hum in their ear. This kind of
pollution can lead to Temporary Threshold Shifting
(TTS) and if it continues for a long period of time
without using any hearing aids equipment, serious
health problems should be expected. According to
measured data, acoustic noise with 800 Hz frequency is
the maximum in SPL. It is confirmed by the frequency
analysis of the recorded sound in server room by Adobe
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Audition [14] (Fig 10). Attenuation of peak frequency
proved effective in noise reduction in the space.
Therefore, reduction of low frequencies in server rooms
helps to attenuate their noise pollution. The frequency
spectrum also shows that the environmental noise in
server room is stationary.
Fig 11 shows the A-weighted level of IRIB server
room acoustic noise. In fact, this curve shows what the
hearing system does in the server room. Accordingly,
what we hear low frequencies louder than high
frequencies.
Fig 12 shows the comparison between IRIB server
room’s NC and other places whose NC is presented [6].
In addition, the high level acoustic noise and its
transmission from server room to the neighbours’ rooms
make more nuisances. So the number of people who are
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Fig 11. A-weighted Equivalent level of IRIB data center’s noise

Fig 12. Comparison between IRIB data server room NC and other places

bothered by this problem grows to several employees.
Table.2 shows the results in one non-stop hour
measurement.
As stated before, the initial measurement data are in
linear dB SPL. These values convert to dBA by using
the value correction (converting from dB to dB (A))
which is shown in the fourth column of Table 2.
According to 18th topic of Iranian National Building
Regulations, which is about Sound Insulation, IRIB
server room is a noise polluted workplace. The
maximum allowable noise level is 45dBA based on this
standard for room computers, while, the instant
equivalent noise level is 75 dBA in IRIB Data Center.
According to the [15], the allowable time to work in this
place is expressed as
t = 8 / 2(L - 45)/5

The equivalent averaged noise level of IRIB server
room is 71.83 dBA in one hour length. It means that the
equivalent exposure noise level for one hour is about
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71.83 on dBA, although, the time length is reported is
more than one hour.
So, the daily noise exposure can be estimated
according to ISO/DIS 9612(1995) [16] as it is expressed
in [15]

LAeq ,8 h  LAeq ,T  10 log10 (T / T0 )
Where T is the sample and T0 is the reference time
which is usually supposed to be eight hours.
Using the averaged noise level in one hour length, the
total noise exposure is
LAeq ,8 h  71.83  10 log10 (1 / 8)  62.79 dBA

It means that, the daily noise exposure of a worker in
Data Center is 62.79 dBA.
Because of hard surfaces used in the Data Center
server room, the Equivalent A-weighted noise level is
identical in every point in IRIB server room so that it
can be said the sound field is diffuse. Therefore, it
makes no difference where the employees work. In
other word, the distance between noise source and
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hearing system does not help to attenuate the noise
exposure. Regarding the results and the special
characteristics of server rooms, Passive Noise Control
(PNC) is not appropriate and sufficient method to use in
the server rooms, because acoustic panels contain the
flammable particulars lead to the early warning fire
detection system [4]. Also, according to the data in
table.2, the sound energy is high in low frequencies, so
the reduction of low frequencies has a great influence in
noise reduction. But, as the lower frequencies’
wavelengths are compatible to dimension of the room,
they are uncontrollable and remain unchanged in room
naturally. So using an active noise reduction method can
be useful supplementary in this area.
CONCLUSION
Measured Equivalent noise levels in IRIB data
centre server room varied from 53 dB to 72 dB. The
environmental noise is stationary not impulsive.
Measurements show that, the maximum sound energy
belongs to low frequencies especially from 500 to 2000
Hz frequencies. The results underline the importance of
hearing protection for employees in the server room for
a long time as the Noise Criteria of this workplace is 67
dB. The noise level was found to vary gradually along
the room’s space. It means that the total SPL of ambient
noise in every location in server room is almost
identical.
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